
HOW TO WRITE AN ACADEMIC FILM REVIEW

How to write an Academic Film Review. This component of English courses is tricky for many English majors because
the medium changes and to many.

Another interesting approach is to pick one distinctive scene from the film that made a particularly strong
impression on you, and analyze it in detail. Even if you still remember the impression that the film left you
with and the general plot, it is crucial to refresh your memory by watching the film again so you can recall all
the details. State what the general perception of the film was by the audience and the critics. However, when
the movie review is an academic review, the subject of the review is not entertainment value. It might seem
like a boring and unnecessary requirement, but this rule has been proven by many. Your opinion has to be
supported by specific reasons and examples from the feature itself Filmmaker â€” do a little research on the
person who directed the piece. Is the filmmaker known for a political stance? Outlines help you focus on the
subject and contribute to a logical flow. A common writing assignment is a critical review or analysis of films.
Then express your personal opinion and either recommend the film in this case, specify what audience will
most likely enjoy it or not recommend it. For example, if the director uses a lot of close-up shots, she may be
stressing personal decision-making. An in depth critique of the film plot and characters are essential to a great
film review. In addition, getting things organized before you start writing is a great way to save time later on.
How are these elements important to the overall product? A typical outline would be: Introduction, to include
film title, topic, and release date Accuracy of the depiction Creative elements Your opinion A paper for your
literature class, on the other hand, should adhere to MLA formatting guidelines. The use of color can stimulate
and manipulate moods. Taking notes is also a good idea and will help the writing process by making it easy to
refer to your in-the-moment thoughts and reactions. Attempting to make your film review sound too smart and
sophisticated, while losing the whole idea of why you started writing your review in the first place.
Remember, your film review has to be interesting, clear, and understandable to your target audience. Watching
a film in the company of other people and discussing it along the way.


